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88 of 95 people found the following review helpful

Hard Evidence of Demolitions in WTC Towers
By J.W.K on January 22, 2007

Format: DVD

Of all the so-called 9/11 conspiracy films, "9/11 Mysteries: Demolitions" provides the most compelling
facts along side the most professional production, and has thus been widely praised by film critics
and academics alike.

Refreshingly, the film refuses to participate in the emotional sparring that so often surfaces in this
highly charged subject. Rather, in honor of those who lost their lives on that fateful day, the film sets

Customer Reviews
Most Recent Customer Reviews

Very Imformative
DVD was in fine condition, played well. Sharing it
with others. Content makes on stop and think "what
price do we pay for greed and war? Read more
Published 11 months ago by Mitzi Schardt

Not for the close-minded...
This is a rational and open-minded survey of
scientific and logical facts regarding building
construction, integrity and demolition. Read more

Published 16 months ago by Cameron Fast

9/11 Mysteries by Sofia
The most important film in history, given that the
Neocons' version of 9/11 launched the Eternal War
on all of mankind, ushering in the ultimate fascist
police state, as we saw a... Read more
Published 20 months ago by Dale Thorn

Excellent video.
Excellent video, one of the best I've seen. I hope they
make part two and more. Everyone needs to know
this information.
Published on December 27, 2012 by Elaine French

Best one I've seen

Studio: CFP DOMESTIC

DVD Release Date: August 14, 2007

Run Time: 90 minutes

Average Customer Review:    (47 customer reviews)

ASIN: B000QGE8A6

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #293,595 in Movies & TV (See Top 100 in Movies & TV)

 Would you like to update product info, give feedback on images, or tell us about a lower price?

Special Features

None.

Editorial Reviews

This is the official version created (and endorsed) by director Sofia Smallstorm.

"Watch and decide for yourself." - Rosie O'Donnell

"Excellent. The best of the 9/11 movies." - David Ray 

Griffin, author of The New Pearl Harbor

"An outstanding contribution to understanding 9/11. Simply superb." - James H. Fetzer, founder, Scholars for 911 Truth 

"WOW! is my reaction to this movie. - Steven E. Jones, physics professor, Brigham Young University

"A superb work and asset to the patriot community and America itself." - Aaron Russo, producer/director, America: From Freedom to Fascism

Tall buildings shatter in 10 seconds; steel beams buckle as if crushed by Superman; a volcano of ash darkens the sky. Can jet
fuel perform such a feat?

911 Mysteries is a careful deconstruction of the official story set alongside clean, clear science. It is ninety-minutes of pure demolition
evidence and analysis, laced with eye opening witness testimonials.

The 9/11 picture is not one of politics or nationalism or loyalty, but one of strict and simple physics: How do you get a 10-second,110-story
pancake collapse of a major structure?

This is the film that might actually reach out to mainstream America-no agenda, no finger-pointing-just the facts and "mysteries." It is a story
of people. Willie Rodriguez's recollection of strange noises on the 34th floor, and Scott Forbes' similar story. Who was up there bumping
around just weeks before the towers fell?

This is also the story of blasting itself; how shaped charges are strategically placed to slice through steel beams, allowing total control of how

 (47)

4.7 out of 5 stars

5 star 39
4 star 4
3 star 2
2 star 0
1 star 2

See all 47 customer reviews

Then, after
carefully
viewing this
DVD a
number of
times, I have
to say, "Boy,
am I sure
pleasantly
surprised!"

JOHN P. HANSSEN

This is the
BEST DVD
and shows that
the Official
Conspiracy
Theory (OCT)
explanation by
the
government is
simply
IMPOSSIBLE!

Patriot 1776

This isn't a
political film,
but the
producer very
subtly and
cleverly
inserts
political
elements into
the film.

Matthew Poe
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highly charged subject. Rather, in honor of those who lost their lives on that fateful day, the film sets
out to discover the full truth through an objective, even-handed look at physical evidence, eyewitness
testimonials and expert analysis. You will find no name-calling, politicking or crass appeals to
emotion.

Through its careful investigation of the facts, the film shows how the official story not only fails to
adequately explain the events of 9/11--it actually flies in the face of hard science. How can a 110-
story building collapse at near free fall speeds? What happened to the undamaged steel core
columns? How was it possible that molten steel simmered under Ground Zero for months after the
collapses, when jet fuel fires could not have melted the steel? These questions are not even
addressed in the 9/11 Commission Report.

Another mystery is WTC-7, a building that housed the United States Secret Service, the DOD, the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, the Mayor's
Office of Emergency Management, the IRS and the CIA and damning documents pertaining to the
Enron Scandal. Although virtually ignored by mainstream media, WTC-7 also collapsed at near free
fall speeds on 9/11. However, it was not hit by an airplane, and only suffered minor damage.

Many questioned raised by this film have just recently begun to surface, brought forth by brave
individuals who face persecution by a public who uncritically mob against so-called 'conspiracy nuts'.
This is quite ridiculous when one considers that the official story of 19 Middle Eastern hijackers
promulgated by the government was itself a conspiracy theory--a conspiracy theory with more holes
than the complicity and demolition hypotheses put forward by scientists and academics like
professors Steven Jones and David Ray Griffin.

It is my firm recommendation that you watch this documentary and read Griffin's "The New Pearl
Harbor"--if only to counter balance any preconceived views you might have on the subject. Clearly,
there is more to the 9/11 story than is being portrayed in mainstream media.

j.w.k.
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Just What We Needed! 9/11 Percipient Witnesses!
By William Hare on February 2, 2007

Format: DVD

"9/11 Mysteries" is a film that has come along at the right time to supply a critical element to the
ongoing debate over what really caused the collapses of the World Trade Center buildings.

I have recently been viewing some of the ongoing Internet debates surrounding various books and
films on 9/11. A recent debate involving two passionate devotees of opposing views ultimately turned
on "my experts are better than your experts." The argument was fine-tuned at one point on whether
one college professor was sufficiently "peer reviewed" and how much criticism was generated within
the ranks of his colleagues for his opinions.

"9/11 Mysteries" invokes a breath of fresh air into the ongoing debate. This is perhaps an ironic way
of stating the point in view of the difficulty of breathing at all at Ground Zero, but this has been
accomplished with this brilliantly revealing documentary, and for a fundamental reason.

The term used in court trials that has been proven most effective in winning over juries is that of
"percipient witnesses." The American Heritage Dictionary defines percipient as having the power of

perceiving. This element is precisely what is needed in the ongoing 9/11 debate. The steady u-turns
away from confronting this critical element is what prompted the restlessness and boos from the
families of victims at hearings conducted by the official 9/11 Commission.

The Commission's persistent bobbing and weaving away from the nitty-gritty of what occurred that
unforgettable day is what has prompted a savvy Washington area viewer of current political events
as Amazon reviewer Robert Steele to state in his review of "9/11 Mysteries" that the 9/11
Commission Report constitutes "a whitewash" and is "actually criminal in its negligence."

Those are strong words, but the severity of the entire pattern of events leading up to the
Commission's final report justifies harsh conclusions. For instance, after the greatest tragedy of its
kind in U.S. history it would be considered a "no brainer" for a Commission to be immediately
established to determine what went wrong with an eye toward correcting any actions or failures to
act that made the nation vulnerable to such attacks along with an eye toward punishing perpetrators.

Remember what happened? Actually nothing. George W. Bush and Dick Cheney initially stonewalled
against such an investigation. The threadbare reason advanced was that such an investigation
would distract and detract from the advancing effort to fight terrorism in the U.S. and globally.

Does this make sense? After such calamities occur in New York City the answer is to ignore those
events and never investigate them, all in the interest of fighting prospective future terrorism.

If an enemy surfaces and engages in a method of attack the answer is to skip past that initial attack

Best one I've seen
Best one I've seen. I rented this from library and
wanted a copy for myself.
Wish the producer decided to fulfill the series.
Published on November 16, 2012 by K.L.S.

This should be required for
everyone in the country to watch!!
Conspiracy theorist or truth seeker will gain
invaluable insight from this documentary. After
watching and absorbing the information contained in
this DVD, I was forced to alter my... Read more
Published on July 14, 2012 by Miller77

Undeniably Compelling
Sadly, people who stop and question official stories
and channels, mainstream news and TV soundbites
seem to get labeled with the derogatory name of
"conspiracy theorist", and most... Read more
Published on September 9, 2011 by Lenoir

Without a doubt.
The facts are clear, narrated in a beautiful soothing
fashion that is necessary to relate the horrifying truth:
elements in our own government either planned or
helped augment the... Read more
Published on June 16, 2011 by Richard Matthews

Reality Check for a Nation at Risk
This is the best documentary presentation to date
that I have seen to present the facts which lead to a
complete rejection of the findings of the "9/11
Commission" with regard to... Read more
Published on October 9, 2010 by Dr. Atlas Green

9/11 - The truth, the lies and the
conspiracy
On 9/11 the laws of physics were violated by the
government. We were told to believe that
skyscrapers can collapse at *free fall speed*
following the *path of greatest resistance*... Read
more
Published on August 15, 2009 by Guy Denutte
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If an enemy surfaces and engages in a method of attack the answer is to skip past that initial attack
and not investigate it because doing so will only distract from future efforts to fight that enemy. In
short, seek to thwart your enemy by not investigating the bloody devastation he unleashed. Does this
so-called reasoning contain even a shred of logic?

So now "9/11 Mysteries" surfaces in the picture and provides that breath of fresh air into the debate.
This film goes beyond the "gotcha" debates of "my experts are better than yours" by displaying the
action right down there at Ground Zero from those, to use that term again, percipient witnesses.

What did the First Responders, those New York firefighters risking their lives to save others, have to
say? What did those percipient witnesses among those who were fortunate to escape from the
devastation alive as well as sidewalk witnesses have to say?

The one word that reverberated with steady and alarmed repetition among the ranks of the
devastated and the responders was "explosion." Time and again, from the lips of responders as well
as other percipient witnesses, that word "explosion" was stated with unvarying repetition.

The film provides the best photography I have viewed to date of what actually happened. At one
point we are asked to pay close attention and listen. Yes, the sounds appear very clearly. We need
no experts to tell us, this is something we actually experience as we step into the shoes of
individuals at Ground Zero on that fateful September 11.

Two major names that surface repeatedly in the film, and from whom hopefully much more will be
heard in the steady pursuit of truth concerning 9/11 are William Rodriguez and Scott Forbes, both of
whom worked at the World Trade Center. Rodriguez, in fact, was the last person to escape from the
flaming wreckage alive.

The courageous Rodriguez not only speaks of a series of explosions he heard, consistent with the
theory of building destruction through controlled demolition; he proceeds one step further and
mentions the fear that enveloped him when he heard sounds of explosions beneath him in the
basement.

It was confirmed with expert comments and other analysis that a ground floor explosion is consistent
with accepted current controlled demolition practices. In the process of that discussion the "pancake
theory" presented by the mainstream media as an explanation of how the 9/11 tragedies occurred is
dismissed. Had that occurred Ground Zero would have been covered with far more debris.

Experts also debunk the accepted theory that the 9/11 tragedies occurred as a result of planes
crashing into the buildings by explaining that the temperature of the buildings was no more than
1,100 degrees Fahrenheit. A cataclysm such as what occurred could only happen if the temperatures
were at the 2,500-degree level.

There is much explanation as well over the survival of other large buildings that endured fires without
collapsing. Footage is shown of a building in Spain that endured in the midst of a 20-hour fire.

Scott Forbes provides some of the most thought provoking analysis of the film. He explains how
much activity was occurring in the building where he served as a supervisor. This hub of activity
occurred just before 9/11 and was never explained. Forbes recounts that only because he was off on
9/11 did he survive. Instead he watched the tragic events from the window of his nearby apartment.

"9/11 Mysteries" is the first volume of a series in which producer Avatar will tackle other areas of
continuing interest into the causes of the tragedies. After having witnessed this comprehensive effort,
the sooner the better.

There is a reason to be intimately concerned about this issue - the survival of our nation.

The longer one explores the more ludicrous the official "rush to judgment" instant account becomes
of mainstream media commentators and journalists reporting in lockstep the Bush Administration
official explanation.

This "explanation" would have us believe that one man in an Afghanistan cave with a cell phone and
computer reeked the devastating human tragedies in concert with a cadre of "aviators" who learned
just enough to crash planes into buildings while, luckily for us, leaving letters and other sure fire
identity clues around for us to find. Enough, that is, to render all of them instantly culpable.
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Nails It!
By Robert David STEELE Vivas HALL OF FAME TOP 500 REVIEWER  on December 7, 2006

Format: DVD

Edit of 11 Jun 09 to fix Tarpley and add links.

I read a lot, but lately I have been discovering the real value of non-fiction DVDs. This is one of the
best, one of the most important DVDs that I have ever seen. I recommend it without reservation.
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best, one of the most important DVDs that I have ever seen. I recommend it without reservation.

Although I am a very conservative person, my views have been radicalized by the superb non-fiction
coming from Webster Tarpley, Jim Marrs, and Michael Ruppert, among others.

This DVD systematically and logically covers the power blackout that turned off the security camaras
and access devices, the withdrawal of the bomb-sniffing dogs, the heavy dust each morning in the
days preceeding 9-11, the secondary explosions that strongly suggest a planned demolition of three
buildings (one of them, WTC 7, not hit at all), and--quite interesting--the asbestos problem that made
the buildings, built in the 1960's--a real loser unaffordable to fix or take down. 9-11 was literally a $7
billion bonanza for its owners, at one stroke destroying the bulk of the complex to be cleaned up at
taxpayer expense, and paying a DOUBLE insurance premium (in court, the claims that the two
airplanes were two separate incidents rather than one coordinated attack, doubled the money paid
out by the insurance companies). Bottom line: I think the US Government "let it happen" for its own
reasons, and Larry Silverman was tipped off and it was Larry Silverman, not the US Government,
that brought the buildings down. If this is obvious to me after a cursory examination of public
materials, I have to ask myself: 1) how much did Rudy Guliani get for scooping and dumping to
destroy the crime scene? and 2) is the insurance company part of the scam, or just stupid?

I have to say, on the basis of all my reading and my own past experience as a professional
intelligence officer, that I am certain of one thing: this has not been properly investigated; and I am
fairly certain of a second thing: 9-11 was known to be happening by a handful in the US Government
and a handful in Israel as well as Pakistan, and it was welcomed as a cataclysmic event that would
also be financially profitable to another handful. All of the suspicious activity began when Larry
Silverman took possession of the complex.

Although I am less inclined to believe--without a proper investigation--that 9-11 was in fact made to
happen at the instigation of Dick Cheney among others, I do believe there is enough evidence about
neo-conservative views that such an event was needed, to *demand* a public investigation. The 9-11
Commission was a whitewash, actually criminal in its negligence.

See also:
9/11 Synthetic Terror: Made in USA, Fourth Edition
The 9/11 Commission Report: Omissions And Distortions
Vice: Dick Cheney and the Hijacking of the American Presidency
Breach of Trust: How Washington Turns Outsiders Into Insiders
Weapons of Mass Deception: The Uses of Propaganda in Bush's War on Iraq

Running on Empty: How the Democratic and Republican Parties Are Bankrupting Our Future and
What Americans Can Do About It
Crossing the Rubicon: The Decline of the American Empire at the End of the Age of Oil
The New Craft of Intelligence: Personal, Public, & Political--Citizen's Action Handbook for Fighting
Terrorism, Genocide, Disease, Toxic Bombs, & Corruption
Election 2008: Lipstick on the Pig (Substance of Governance; Legitimate Grievances; Candidates on
the Issues; Balanced Budget 101; Call to Arms: Fund We Not Them; Annotated Bibliography)
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